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You have  

numerous OmniLog Phenotype MicroArray data

and you want to explore them 

full-fledged and quantitatively 

into diverse directions of analysis frameworks?

• of closely related organisms or cell lines?

• of numerous well-defined mutants?

• obtained under diverse physiological 

test conditions?

opm

offers the solution you need: 

opm is an R software package, designed for 

graphical and statistical analysis of your 

OmniLog PM data.

is a free software environment for 

statistical computing and graphics. It compiles 

and runs on a wide variety of UNIX platforms, 

Windows and MacOS.

http://www.r-project.org/ 

opm  

enables you : 

� to organize your PM data, 

curve parameters and  metadata

� to subset and query your data

� graphical display of raw kinetics or 

aggregated curve parameters

� exploit the full statistics implemented  in R

� export to third-party software 

using YAML

opm

organizes your PM data as OPMS objects:

An OPMS object stores:

Example: a set of 9 PM (replicate) plates 

of the same plate type

The size of the OPMS object is only limited by the amount of RAM memory
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Taxonomy Bacillus subtilis
.
habitat soil
sampling place GPS coord.
sampling date      2011-06-15
sampling season summer
habitat [ °C]               27
.
sporulation yes
.
PCR (gene xyz)       positive
.
... as much and what you wish...
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mu 15.559078   
lambda 5.798210
A                  305.989319
AUC              23308.269348
mu CI95 low 3.803466
lambda CI95 low 1.080333
A CI95 low 305.642353
AUC CI95 low 23125.092442
mu CI95 high       140.841704
lambda CI95 high    11.819251
A CI95 high        306.986123
AUC CI95 high    23411.648024

per well:
raw kinetic data

per well:
aggregated curve parameters, may include 
confidence-intervals from bootstrapping

per plate:
any metadata of 
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� e.g., heatmaps of curve parameters� e.g., xy plots of kinetic data

opm graphical analyses
� e.g., confidence-interval plots

of bootstrapped 
curve parameters

Querying and subsetting in opm 

A few examples:

The OPMS object vaas_et_al contains 114 GenIII plates (run 96 hours) 

with numerous replicates of each two strains of Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 

including aggregated bootstrapped curve parameters and metadata.

Extract plates No. 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 out of the total of 114 plates. From these, the sampled 

time points 20 to 120 (run hours 5 to 30) are chosen. The kinetics for wells A01, G11, and H11 only are 

displayed. The legend colors are drawn from the combination of species and strain metadata entries. A 

title "E. coli  vs. P. aeruginosa“ is written. The line width is “2“, and the legend is written right-hand side.

QUERY using infix operators: Which plates within vaas_et_al have Experiment and Species as 

metadata key with the respective values First replicate and Escherichia coli? 

The result will be a logical vector containing TRUE and FALSE.

c(Experiment = " First replicate ", Species = " Escherichia coli ") %q% vaas_et_al

The function select() extracts those plates which contain the value First replicate in the 

metadata key Experiment and the value 6 in the key Plate number.

select(vaas_et_al, 
query = list(Experiment = " First replicate ", ' Plate number ' = 6))

Extract as dataframe the curve parameter values of the steepness of the slope (mu), along with 

a set of metadata entries (e.g.,“ Slot“) determined by as.labels.

extract(vaas_et_al, dataframe = TRUE, as.labels = l ist(" Experiment ", 
" Number of sample time point ", " Plate number ", " Slot ", " Species ", 
" Strain ", " Time point in min "), subset = " mu")

xy_plot(vaas_et_al[c(50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 
100),20:120, c(" A01", " G11", " H11")], 
main = " E. coli vs. P. aeruginosa ", 
include = list(" Species ", " Strain "), lwd = 2, 
legend.fmt  = list(space = "right"))

� for kinetic raw data 

(one to many plates):

� export of curve parameters in 

NEXUS, (extended) PHYLIP and 

Hennig86 format

� heatmaps

� radial plots

� confidence-interval 

plots

� for applying other R 

packages:

� for applying phylogeny 

software (TNT,  RAxML, etc.):

� exchange with third-

party software:

� conversion into customized 

data frames
� levelplots

� xy-plots

� export in YAML format

Graphical 

analysis

Communication with 

other sofware

Results 

tabulation

� automated 

discretization (user-

defined or by k-

means) of curve 

heights into positive 

(+), weak (w) and 

negative (-) 

� subsequent 

automated 

generation of reports 

in HTML for 

taxonomic journals 

such as IJSEM

� for (bootstrapped) 

curve parameters:

� import of raw kinetic data from the 

OmniLog® software in CSV format

� aggregation into curve parameters 

(lag phase, steepness of slope, 

maximum curve height, area under 

the curve)

� appending extensive organismic 

and/or experimental metadata 

(limited only by computer memory)

� specific wells

� specific time points

� specific curve parameters

� any type of organismic and/or 

experimental metadata

Data 

import

Data 

management

� many querying and 

subsetting options, which are

� applicable, in part or in 

combination, to:

opm

Fact sheet

Application: ‘opm‘ is designed to explore OmniLog® Phenotype MicroArray 

(PM) respiration kinetics into unlimited directions of analysis frameworks. 

The strength of ‘opm‘ is the analysis of quantitative curve-parameter 

differences along with high resolutive graphical display. Therefore, ‘opm‘ is 

highly suited for geneticists, biochemists or system biologists who wish to 

quantify significant differences among similar single or multiple curve 

kinetics. Still, the typical usage of OmniLog® PM data, the qualitative 

determination of positive, weak, or negative reactions, is facilitated in 

‘opm‘ by the automated discretization of curve heights and the generation 

of HTML reports, e.g., for taxonomic journals.

Functional Features: ‘opm‘ imports raw kinetic data from numerous 

plates, aggregates them into the respective curve parameters and appends 

a nearly unlimited amount of metadata. All information can be stored in a 

single object (or exported file). Extensive data-management functions 

allow querying and subsetting according to all user-defined interests. Full 

or subset data, either raw kinetics or aggregated curve parameters, can be 

graphically displayed in different ways. User-friendly conversion tools 

allow the user to export raw kinetics, curve parameters and metadata for 

the full range of applications within R, with external phylogeny software, 

and principally any third-party software using the YAML format. 

Technical Features: ‘opm‘ is based on R, a popular, free software 

environment for statistical computing and graphics. ‘opm‘ uses S4 objects, 

classes and methods. ‘opm‘ utilizes functions from the R packages boot, 

grofit, hwriter and lattice as well as optionally Ckmeans.1d.dp, gplots, 

multicore, optparse and yaml. ‘opm‘ is able to split time-consuming 

calculations over several cores on a multi-core machine.

More Information:

http://www.dsmz.de/research/microorganisms/projects/analysis-of-

omnilog-phenotype-microarray-data.html

opm flyer
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note: to `aggregate` curve parameter means to calculate 
mu, lambda, A and AUC from a single kinetic curve.
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